Geographic Solutions has asked that we pass the following information on to you as an EFM Tip:

PREP/REA NOTICE: GeoSol did not get the PREP Pool from AWI Saturday night “PROCESS CHANGE TODAY”

Please be advised that Geographic Solutions did not get the PREP Pool from AWI therefore the table did not populate over the weekend. That means that the data you are viewing in “View Pool Counts” today IS NOT CORRECT- it is only displaying the REA Reschedules that were processed Saturday.

After discussion with AWI, we were instructed to run the PREP Pool import followed by the PREP/REA Scheduling process tonight. What this means:

1. You **DO** have today to change the number you request for REA if you are aware of a schedule conflict that must be accommodated (e.g. vacation schedules or staff training).

2. You **will NOT** see the size of your total PREP Pool before the scheduling process runs. You will see only the REA reschedules (a small number) and this is NOT your total pool.

3. You **WILL** have the ability to print your letters tomorrow.

If you have any questions regarding this EFM Tip, please contact Mable Hicks at (850) 245-7292 or via email at Mable.Hicks@flaawi.com.